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" Oh!  ye who build up monuments defiled,
With gore, like Nadir Shah, that costive sophy,
Who, after leaving Hindostan a wild,
And scarce to the Mogul a cup of coffee
To soothe his woes withal, was slain, the sinner!
Because he could no more digest his dinner ! "
Bazin began his medical treatment when Nadir was at Kirman, at the
beginning of 1747. He almost succeeded in effecting a cure, but Nadir
recommenced his cruelties on reaching Mashhad1 ; Bazin fails to make it
clear whether Nadir's renewed brutalities were due to his discontinuing
the treatment or whether the news of the various revolts, together with
the fatigue caused by the trying march across the desert, proved too much
for his already very unstable mental condition.
Whilst it would be going too far to assert that Nadir's frenzied outbursts
were always due to physical causes, there seems to be no doubt that,
during his later years, his bodily condition rendered him liable to become
unduly affected, mentally by happenings of an unpleasant nature. On
comparing the data furnished by 'Abdu'l-Karim, des Vignes and Bazin,,
one is, it seems, justified in assuming that Nadir's intestinal troubles,
and the accompanying lack of mental equilibrium had not only continued,,
but had grown progressively worse, during the last few years of his life*
His bodily ailments affected his mind, and, as already stated, when he was.
so afflicted by the Rida Quli incident, his mind, in turn adversely affected
his body; it was indeed a vicious circle. Nadir's attacks of frenzy-
became, as time went on, periods of actual insanity which recurred with
increasing frequency, and there is no doubt that he was completely out
of his mind during the last month or two of his life. Consideration of
Nadir's case tempts one to suggest that an interesting study might be
made of the extent to which the course of history has been influenced by
the effect of the health of great men upon their temperaments and conse-
quently upon their actions.
Nadir and the Arts.
The arts, save for that of war, did not flourish in Nadir's time ; it
was a period when the sword was far mightier than the pen. Lutf 'Ali
Beg, who was born in 1711, remarked, in his work the Atash-Kada
(" Fire-temple "), upon the great dearth of men of letters during tita
years from 1722 to 1772. In the portion of his book entitled the Atywal-i-
Mu'asirin (" Conditions of Contemporaries "), Lutf 'Ali Beg, after giving
an historical outline of the half-century preceding the advent of Karim.
Khan, mentions a number of his contemporaries who wrote poetry*
1 Bazin, p. 310.

